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newspaper scavenger hunt moms munchkins - newspaper scavenger hunt something being given away for free an
article about animals an article about an act of kindness an advertisement for an upcoming event a movie listing for a
cartoon you d like to see an article about the weather an article related to politics, newspaper scavenger hunt worksheet
go to http www - write a headline from the sports section of the newspaper about a sport you like what is the story about 6
what is the deal of the day 7 what is the 6 day forecast for el paso look in the weather section 8 write the name of any
columnist that appears in the newspaper 9 go to the classified ads, newspaper scavenger hunt activity sheet pdfsdirnn
com - a scavenger hunt has all the makings of an excellent family activity everyone gets to participate whether it is an
individual activity or it is done with teams, newspaper scavenger hunt for middle school students - explain the term lead
headline byline quote news story editorial and advertisement step 3 show students a scavenger hunt that was completed by
you with a red pen show an example of each item listed on the newspaper scavenger hunt directions and tell why you chose
it, newspaper scavenger hunt free printable writing ideas - a free printable scavenger hunt to assist students in learning
information about places around the world and becoming familiar with the format of an atlas find this pin and more on world
cultures by welcome to room 805, submitted by don gates topic identifying environmental - newspaper scavenger hunt
students scan the newspaper for headlines and other important information as they identify headlines they read the story
and evaluate if the story is an environmental story use the checklist to review for water air land food supply impacts,
newspaper scavenger hunts to print enchantedlearning com - newspaper scavenger hunt worksheet 3 print this
scavenger hunt then use a newspaper to answer the questions for example write the headline of an article about science
note the answers depend on the contents of the newspaper and the choices of the student, 100 ways to use the
newspaper media2 newsobserver com - 100 ways to use the newspaper newspaper knowledge 1 according to the index
what pages are the following found on classified ads sports editorials local news weather and the crossword puzzle 2 find
the following information the telephone number would you call and the starting weekly cost for a home delivered
subscription to the newspaper, newspaper scavenger hunt printable game - play in teams or individually have sufficient
newspaper and scissors available note points will be deducted at the discretion of the host for missing information due to
poor cutting or ripping newspaper scavenger hunt list 01 a real estate listing for a home with a pool 02 a story about
someone over 60 03 a death notice of someone under 30 04, newspapers in education oklahoma the sooner state newspaper scavenger hunt these activities can be used as cut and paste activity with the teacher reading each item and
each child locating it it can be done in competitive groups seeing which child group can finish first, 7th grade newspaper
scavenger hunt ebooks pdf free pdf - newspaper scavenger hunt ebooks pdf free title testeachers series 7 practice
examination answers pdf download internet scavenger hunt worksheet for 5th 7th grade this internet scavenger hunt
worksheet is suitable for 5th 7th grade in this, teacher s guide american press institute - math scavenger hunt 1 see if
you can find each of these in the newspaper write what you found and the page on which you found it a fraction that is more
than one fifth 1 5 page
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